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Abstract

This study aims to examine how personalised content affects consumers’ purchase intentions in the mobile beauty shopping applications within the UK. Based on previous studies personalised content on mobile beauty applications influences consumer behaviour in terms of mobile application convenience, m-loyalty and emotions. In-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted with 12 females between the ages of 18-35 who live in the UK. According to the results, personalised content has a positive influence on both mobile convenience and m-loyalty while for emotions the influence is both positive and negative. Moreover, findings also suggested that the personalisation-privacy paradox can prevent consumers from making a purchase. The study provides suggestions towards m-retailers and managers in relation to m-commerce and beauty mobile applications. Findings also offer an insight with regards to how m-retailers can successfully incorporate personalised content to increase consumers’ retention and eventually their profitability.

1. Introduction

The worldwide expansion of mobile phones and mobile applications, which are nowadays referred to as “mobile apps”, has formed a new path of opportunities for marketing trends to target users “on-the-go” (Kim et al, 2013). Consumers that use smartphone devices are expected to reach 5.5billion in 2020 (WARC, 2017) and they are more eager than ever to use m-commerce for purchase (2017). Mobile applications constitute part of the m-commerce’s evolution (Mahatanankoon et al, 2005). They are described as software which users can download on their mobile phones (Bellman et al, 2011). For marketers, mobile applications are an innovative marketing tool to build stronger brand identity (Bellman et al,2011). Varnali and Toker (2010, p.144) state that ‘the mobile channel has morphed into an ultimate marketing vehicle’. Mobiles have changed the world of retailing by allowing consumers’ purchase independently of their time and/or location (Shankar and Balasubramanian 2008).

Nowadays, companies can approach consumers anytime and anywhere through the mobile applications because they are an essential part of their daily lives with the time spent on them to be constantly increasing and it is also considered consumer-friendly approach (Shankar et al, 2010; Kim et al, 2013). The rise of smartphone users in combination with their engagement with the m-commerce, compelled marketers to pay closer attention on their strategies towards mobile applications (Shankar et al, 2016; Ono et al, 2012). More precisely, a great part of retailers’ budget, now, is being spent on mobile marketing to improve users shopping experience on the applications (WARC, 2015). Cosmetics industry is considered as one of the fastest growing industries worldwide and their market share is calculated to multibillion-dollars (Hosany and Martin, 2015) and one of the main industry which has embraced digital technology for today’s consumers.

The rise of new technologies has replaced the traditional marketing channels for the cosmetics industry which led to sharp growth via the use of m-marketing (Du Plessis, 2017). The use of mobile applications on cosmetics industries is rising rapidly (Du Plessis, 2017). Their goal is to reach new demographics and create an enjoyable and easy to use shopping experience to facilitate their purchases and thus increase their profits (Szutowski and Szułczyńska, 2017). This experience can be defined as a value delivered on a real-time and a precise context (Kumar, 2005). Cosmetics are integrating mobile applications not only to please their current and loyal customers but attract new ones as well (Du Plessis, 2017).
Nonetheless, even though consumers’ willingness to download mobile applications has increased, 50% of these are deleted within a short period of time (Linton and Kwontnink, 2015). Therefore, there is an immediate need for m-retailers, in order to survive the strong competition, to implement a strategy which will increase consumers’ retention and eventually their profitability. For that reason, innovative marketers have incorporated personalised content on their mobile applications ((Parise, Guinan and Kafka, 2016; Adolphs and Winkelmann, 2010). Personalisation offers consumers goods and services which correspond to their personal preferences (Montgomery and Smith, 2009). Personalised content creates a customer-tailored shopping experience through the provision of personalised recommendations, offers and discounts, design and transactions as well as interactive experience (Miceli et al, 2007; Pappas et al, 2014).

Personalised content is an innovative strategy which could result in profitability, however, to be implemented correctly it is important to understand its role on consumer’s behaviour and their purchase intentions. The rapid evolution of mobile applications and their functions in terms of innovation and accessibility have transformed consumers’ behavioural attitudes on how they experience and use mobile applications as well as their purchase (Shankar et al, 2016). Based on extensive research, the most related variables on consumer behaviour that personalised content affects are m-convenience, m-loyalty and emotions. Enhancing these variables through the use of personalised content, research shows that consumers’ purchase intentions are increasing as well. The examination of the role and the effect of personalised content on these variables and, as a result, consumers’ purchase is vital for the m-commerce environment as our world is living and evolving in a digital era. M-commerce has been studied the last decades. A moderate pool of studies has been conducted on personalisation and its role on consumer behaviour as well as on its role on purchase intentions. Nonetheless, focusing on cosmetics in the mobile world will contribute to filling any possible knowledge gaps.

The aim of this study is to examine how personalised content affects consumers behavior, purchase intentions in particular in the mobile beauty shopping applications within the UK. The study aspires to gain a deeper insight on the influence of personalised content the behaviour of consumers who are already aware of mobile beauty applications with personalised content and analyse its influence on these consumers’ purchase patterns.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Personalisation and Mobile Shopping Convenience

Copeland (1923) was the first to introduce the term of convenience in the marketing literature by highlighting the value of immediacy and eased accessibility of the goods in a store which facilitate purchases. Ahuja and Khazanchi (2016: pp. 612-613) further elaborated its definition and described it as “Ease of usage of tool, which enhances the daily activities of individuals and allows them to easily complete a shopping task, saving time and energy which is required for the shopping process”. Berry et al. (2002) stated that service is also fundamental for the consumers’ perception of convenience. In essence, shopping convenience is closely linked with the time and the physical, cognitive and psychological effort consumers invest in their shopping (Jiang, Yang and Jun, 2013; Berry et al, 2012).

Shopping convenience constitutes one of the key triggers for consumers to choose mobile shopping (Beauchamp and Ponder, 2010; Colwell et al, 2008). Today’s customers tend to spend less time on physical stores as they focus on alternative options triggered by their desire of convenience (Colwell et al, 2008). In a mobile shopping platform convenience is mostly determined by the ease in accessing, searching and evaluating (Beauchamp and Ponder, 2010). During a mobile shopping journey consumers’ can allegedly experience frustration due to overload of information, nonetheless a personalised content can offer a significant value for the customer by facilitating the process (Mahapatra, 2017; Kwon and Kim, 2012). More precisely, Seiders et al. (2007) stated that the personalised content offers the convenience that the consumer desires as accessing and researching the retailer’s products is less complex and more targeted. Consumers feel more comfortable when precise information is provided to them which requires less searching and evaluating time for a desired product (Verhoef et al, 2007). A content based on customers’ preferences minimize the effort needed for a customer to locate a product (Kwon and Kim, 2012). Personalised content also affects the transaction procedure, mainly referring to payments, which tend to be simpler and faster (Alicia et al, 2014). Therefore, personalised content can improve convenience as it reduces the time and effort of a purchase. Nevertheless, customers can be easily diverted from using a mobile application if the process still remains time-consuming and demands for a lot of cognitive and psychological effort due to malfunctions of the mobile app (Verhoef et al, 2007; Wu and Wang, 2006).

It is assumed that there is a positive relationship between convenience and personalised content (Mahapatra, 2017). Personalised content tends to facilitate the mobile shopping process as it speeds up the process and requires less cognitive and psychological effort (Kwon and Kim, 2012; Seiders et al, 2007). Therefore, based on the aforementioned analysis the following proposition arises.

Proposition 1: Consumers will feel more comfortable using a mobile application as personalised content positively
influences convenience through reducing the time and effort required for the shopping experience.

2.2 Personalised Content and M-Loyalty

Customer m-loyalty signifies the customers’ positive attitude towards a mobile retailer (Pratminingsih, Lipuringtyas and Rimenta, 2013). Customer m-loyalty is largely influenced by two main factors; satisfaction and trust. Research indicates that customer satisfaction is characterized as a key determinant of customer loyalty, as its effect is extremely significant (Pan, Sheng and Xie, 2012). Customer satisfaction refers to the customer’s perception of an m-retailer; when the perception is affirmative, a consumer is satisfied and more willing to repurchase which can lead to loyalty (Shankar, Smith and Rangaswamy, 2003). Catalan (2013) stated that trust in the m-commerce environment consists a crucial antecedent for mobile shopping loyalty. Satisfaction plays a significant role in transforming customer’s trust into loyalty (Horppu, Kuivalainen, Tarkiainen and Ellonen, 2008). Specifically, trust entails positive feelings between the two parties which can minimise any feelings of uncertainty and through increased satisfaction consumers become more confident to repeatedly use that mobile app, which consequently develops a loyal attitude (Razzaque and Boon, 2003; Deng et al, 2010).

In an m-platform, personalised content is considered an optimal marketing strategy to improve m-loyalty (Ligas, 2004). Quality is a key element for consumers to enjoy the experience of using the mobile app and feel satisfied (Smith and Reynolds, 2009). Low-quality on the other hand, leads to dissatisfaction and the consumer to opt for a different application (Pappas et al, 2014). For instance, it is reported that users seem confused when there is a vast amount of information which can cause dissatisfaction and subsequently switching to a different m-retailer. Pappas et al. (2012) argue that if the personalised content matches the customers’ preferences, it can lead to higher levels of consumer satisfaction. By providing personalized offers and recommendations, consumers tend to feel more satisfied as they are being supported on their decision-making process (Pappas et al, 2014). At this point, consumer satisfaction can have a positive impact on consumers’ loyalty towards the m-retailer (Chang and Chen, 2009; Kwon and Kim, 2012).

At the same time, in the mobile environment, which is characterized for its uncertainty, due to the lack of physical presence and contact with experts and the products, trust is an essential condition for the participation of customers in m-commerce (Corbitt, Thanasankit and Yi, 2003). Understanding each customer’s needs and preferences to implement a targeted and personalised strategy can contribute to higher levels of loyalty since it results in feeling satisfied and appreciated by the m-retailer (Nguyen and Mutum, 2012; Kalyanaraman and Sundar, 2006; Limayem et al. 2000). For example, a ‘goal-oriented shoppers’ would benefit from a simple and well-structured mobile platform whereas an ‘experiential shoppers’ would appreciate a more amusing and visual mobile platform which allows them to interact with other members of that online community. Deploying such personalized marketing strategies is advisable to influence loyalty as that experience allows consumers to feel valued and thus, trust the company (Zhou et al, 2007). Research found that users of a mobile application who receive a personalised service trust that they will experience a valuable process since the content is related to their preferences (Ho, 2012).

However, it is essential to take into account that customers with higher levels of loyalty are more likely to feel betrayed (Grégoire et al, 2009). Overload of features and tailored information can make the consumer sceptical mostly when it is deducted from their private information (Chen et al, 2009; Xu et al, 2011). The violation of private data can be associated with damaging a company’s trustworthiness and public image (Li et al. 2011; Pappas et al. 2012). According to research new consumers can also be reluctant in using a personalised shopping m-platform if they are asked to provide a wide range of information (Xia, 2002). Nonetheless, a study supports that the personalised–privacy paradox effects differently consumers based on their personality traits (Lee and Rha, 2016). In most cases the sense of satisfaction and trust strengthened by personalising the content, which drive consumer loyalty, seem to surpass any feeling of uncertainty (Pappas et al, 2014; Pappas et al, 2014; Chang and Chen, 2009).

It is indicated that personalised content can strengthen consumer loyalty. More precisely, through providing a customer-tailored content on a mobile application consumers tend to feel more satisfied with the shopping experience (Pappas et al, 2014) and build stronger trust bonds with a m-retailer (Nguyen and Mutum, 2012) which, consequently, promote greater customers’ loyalty towards the m-retailer (Razzaque and Boon, 2003; Deng et al, 2010). Subsequently, from all of the above discourse, the resulting proposition is generated.

Proposition 2: Through the provision of personalised content on mobile applications, consumers will become more loyal to a mobile retailer by experiencing greater satisfaction and stronger trust bonds with the m-retailer.

2.3 The Role of Personalised Content on Purchase Intentions

Extensive research has been conducted to determine what motivates customer’s intent to purchase; two motivational triggers have been identified: utilitarian and hedonic motivations (Babin et al, 1994; Yang and Kim, 2012; Mahapatra, 2017; Pappas et al, 2014; Anderson et al, 2014). “Utilitarian motivations relate to the functionality of shopping, while
hedonic motivations are defined as consumers’ enjoyment of the shopping experience itself” (Anderson et. al, 2014: p. 774). O’Brien (2010) and Mikalef et al. (2013) stated that hedonic and utilitarian values during the shopping process are evident and will influence buying intentions in a positive way. Hedonic and utilitarian motivations co-exist in mobile shopping platforms as they can provide both the information consumers need to make an informed choice, which fulfil consumers’ utilitarian values, and a more enjoyable and fun experience, which fulfil their hedonic values, through entrainment and interactivity functions (Sigala, 2006). In the m-commerce these triggers can be amplified through the use of personalised content (Yang and Kim, 2012).

Utilitarian motivation is linked with convenience as well as financial benefits (Kim and Hong, 2010). Personalized content enables consumers purchases by enhancing convenience in terms of time and effort on finding and purchasing the desired products (Kwon and Kim, 2012). More precisely, personalised recommendations and offers in consumers’ busy daily lives is perceived as a unique treat which facilitates their evaluation and decision making process (Mahapatra, 2017; Zhang et al, 2012). Considering also the possible issues the mobile devices’ screen size may instigate, a well-structured and convenient personalised layout would improve the shopping experience (Wang et al, 2015). In addition, personalising the transaction process makes the shopping experience even faster. These functions pose a sense of achievement through a valuable shopping experience (Mahapatra, 2017). Through convenient m-shopping, consumers find value which can increase their purchase intentions and the likelihood of future repurchases (Wang et al., 2015; Chiu et al, 2012). Personalised service, also, enhance customer loyalty (Kwon and Kim, 2012). When customers are loyal they build a bond with the retailer and create habits on which they depend on and halt to consider any alternatives (Wang et al, 2015). Enriched m-convenience through customised content mobile applications can increase purchase intentions for sceptical consumers who shop based on their habitual needs and desires (Wang et al, 2015). However, research shows that positive feelings need to be evident as well for the consumers to make a purchase (Papas, 2018), this posits that relying solely on trust, and thus loyalty, may not be sufficient. At this point, Fang et al. (2016) argue that by satisfying consumers’ utilitarian values their emotional reactions are being affected as well; as the experience offers efficiency and a sense of achievement, they feel more fulfilled and happier. Nevertheless, during a shopping experience consumers’ psychological state can be disrupted by an overload of information which would ultimately affect negatively their intention to purchase (Rose et al, 2012). Furthermore, it is of imperative importance to take into consideration the personalization-privacy paradox which could occur when customer need to decide whether privacy issues are more important than to fulfil their utilitarian values through personalisation (Baek, 2014). Such a concern creates negative feelings such as frustration and anxiety which could disturb their purchase intentions (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2010). Having considered that, research has shown that these feelings could be avoided with self-personalisation of content where consumers can provide only the information they desire and manage the recommendations they receive (Valenzuela et al. 2009).

Hedonic motivations correspond to the shopping experience which provokes positive feelings associated with the consumers’ aspiration for fun, up-to-date information, discounts and the sense of escapism (Babin et al., 1994; Yang and Kim, 2012; Kwon and Kim, 2012; Li et al, 2012). Anderson et al (2014) support that consumers motivated by their hedonic values “enjoy the experience without the need to make a purchase, but a purchase is a result of the experience” (p. 774). For instance, through an interactive experience, like Augmented Reality, customers have the opportunity to experience an entertaining function while relaxing and trying on new available products on the market. It could be alleged that such an experience may fulfill their hedonic values but have no effect on purchase intention (Li et al, 2012). However, research shows that interactivity has positive influence on enjoyment and pleasure which eventually motivate consumers to continue with a purchase (Scholz and Duffy, 2018). According to a research conducted by Li and Yeh (2010) a mobile platform’s design influences consumer trust since it can arouse a feeling of gratification. Through personalisation on the m-platform customers experience an emotional satisfaction and positive feelings like enjoyment which can drive to a purchase (Yang and Kim, 2012). It is also supported that customers who are lead by their satisfaction, positive feelings and their trust tend to show greater willingness to make an impulsive purchase (Penz and Hogg, 2011) as well as future purchases (Wang and Liao, 2007). Nonetheless, when hedonic values are not met it can lead to negative emotional reactions which could drive customers away (Yang and Kim, 2012; Penz and Hogg, 2011). This is of paramount importance which denotes that the quality of the personalised content and functions has a pivotal effect on consumers’ purchase of intentions (Li et al, 2012).

The aforementioned analysis reflects the significance of personalised content to the formation of purchase intentions. Personalised content further assist consumers to fulfil both their utilitarian and hedonic motivations through optimising mobile application convenience (Kwon and Kim, 2012), enhancing m-loyalty (Kwon and Kim, 2012) and augmenting their emotions (Papas, 2018). For the previous analysis, proposition 5, presented below, is constructed.

**Proposition 3:** Personalised content through influencing the mobile applications’ convenience, consumers’ m-loyalty and their positive emotions will amplify mobile shopper’s intentions to purchase.
3. Methodology and Data Analysis

The main method of data collection was semi-structured interviews. Semi-structured interviews contain organised questions based on a specific area of research which can be furtherly elaborated during the interview process (Qu and Dumay, 2011). This ensures that the focus remains on the topic and covers a broad range of themes which help direct the interview to the topics that the researcher investigates (Qu and Dumay, 2011). Moreover, as interviews are based on human interaction, it allows the interviewer to have complete control of the interview (Qu and Dumay, 2011), ensuring that the researcher can determine the pace, style and order of the questions to provide worthy responses (Qu and Dumay, 2011). This type of interviews enables interviewees to answer the questions on a personal way, by expressing entirely their thoughts (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009). The first few questions involved general information, while the rest were more detailed regarding emotions, opinions and experiences. More specifically, at first participants were asked general questions about their current relationship with the mobile applications and their relationship with cosmetic products and their purchases. Later on, questions became more in depth in terms of personalised content and beauty mobile applications concerning their shopping and behavioural attitude. During the interviews the conversations were recorded and later the recorded interviews were transcribed word by word.

4. Findings

4.1 Proposition 1

There was very strong supporting evidence by respondents highlighting the importance of convenience in terms of time when using a beauty mobile application. They emphasised on the perceived value of the beauty apps as they spent less time locating, evaluating and processing their desired products:

*I like my beauty apps as they remember my payment detail and its more convenient and faster.* (respondent 5)

*So it makes it convenient and more comfortable and easy when changing products or adding new ones that can enhance the final look.* (respondent 7)

Through personalised content most participants pointed out that the navigation is not only faster but simpler and easier as well as the levels of usability of these apps are higher. The personalised suggestions on products from the beauty applications enable them to locate new products without wasting any unnecessary effort:

*The boots app stores individual data once you have created an account and keeps a record of the orders and the searches so that it offers options related to the once previously chosen. I love this! This is very convenient for me when searching for a product because I don’t need to remember details and also offers the opportunity to obtain new products that are similar to old ones yet change a bit of your choices.* (respondent 8)

*I also like when the app can have straight access to my location status via my smartphone and as the result the app will be adjusted to the language and the availability (stock items) in the country I choose to use the app in.* (respondent 2)

There was moderate evidence by the respondents supporting that they prefer to use a mobile beauty shopping application from another as it facilitates the process by reducing the cognitive and psychological effort and the time spent on their shopping experience:

*I want an organised and easy to use app that offers many options and fast transaction process. I also want to be able to find products that suit me and be able to see an end result. I also prefer free apps that offer premium package with even more customised services even if it means paying a little extra.* (respondent 7)

The study found very strong evidence suggesting that respondents enjoy using their mobile beauty applications as personalisation constitutes their mobile shopping experience more convenient since it requires less time and effort; therefore, the proposition has credibility.

4.2 Proposition 2

There was strong evidence from the respondents supporting that receiving personalised recommendations on their beauty apps lead to higher levels of satisfaction because they reflect their personal preferences and they feel that their choices are being understood and valued. There was strong evidence that respondents strengthen satisfaction is driven by the quality of their personalised content in terms of the organisation and layout, the vast amount of products and the available offers and discounts.

*I am so much more satisfied now. Now the app is expressing part of me and although the app is used by lots of individuals it makes me feel unique... I always have recommended products and most importantly they give me discounts.* (respondent 2)

*I find it very satisfying as I can access everything I am looking for anytime, from wherever and very easily because I
know exactly where to find them. Also I have access to a variety of products that it wouldn’t be easy to find on my own. (respondent 6)

Even though most respondents feel satisfied by their personalised shopping experience, there were two respondents who expressed their scepticism towards the variety offered by a personalised beauty app:

Over all I believe that the idea of having profiles that saves your options is great. I also find the apps very straightforward and easy to use. One problem is though that they lock on one look, but people need make ups for different occasions, so it would be nice to have this option as well without mixing the results. (respondent 7)

Additionally, there is strong evidence that respondents create trust bonds easier with companies that provide personalized content. However, there were three respondents who exclaimed some scepticism regarding their privacy and personalized content which affected negatively their trust:

I do not trust all beauty apps I have used. There were times that some apps had recommended to me products that I am sure I haven’t used before with that retailer and this makes me very frustrated. (respondent 3)

Nonetheless, most respondents expressed that their trust on a mobile application is strengthened as they find that the benefits deriving from using personalised content are more significant. So, their trust is affected by how valuable they perceive the offered personalized content. Moderate supporting evidence denotes that specifically the recommendations and the design of the personalized content on their beauty app has a great affect on their trust towards an m-retailer.

It helps by making it more fun and it gives me the desire to enter the app and shop because through this app I always get target recommendations and I trust the app a lot now. (respondent 1)

There was moderate supporting evidence by respondents stating that their loyalty to a m-retailer is motivated by personalised discounts and offers:

When I buy products from these apps, I have an extra discount and some personalised offers for my next order, this makes me revisit the mobile app and search for extra products as well. (respondent 10)

There was moderate supporting evidence interlinking satisfaction stemmed by personalised recommendations, layout and financial benefits with strengthening consumer loyalty. The majority of the respondents also stated that through satisfying personalised recommendations and feeling valued, they trust their m-retailers and become more loyal to them:

I feel these apps know me and have earned my custom … They make me feel satisfied with every purchase. I know the products will be great for me so that’s why I always use the same apps. (respondent 5)

The ones I always use are because I am always satisfied with the products I receive and I trust the apps recommend the best products for me. (respondent 9)

Nevertheless, there was very strong supportive evidence suggesting that the respondents’ loyalty on mobile beauty apps is influenced by the ease of usage offered by personalisation of m-platform. There was very strong supportive evidence stating that personalisation has ameliorated the ease of usage of these beauty apps influencing significantly their revisit of these apps:

How easy they are to use. The ones I use the most have easy navigation, with just some clicks I can access what I want and “try them on”. If I like them very easily, I can press buy and they are mine. (respondent 11)

Responders emphasized that easy of usage of a mobile applications constitutes their experience for meaningful and less tiresome which significantly affects their loyalty to the m-retailer.

4.3 Proposition 3

There was strong evidence that respondents purchase intentions are driven by the need to complete a task with spending a less time and effort as possible. Most respondents supported that they are more motivated to make a purchase on beauty apps due to personalised features that are offered on the beauty apps. Respondents emphasised on the benefits of easy navigation, they can locate and buy related products to them without many “clicks, and fast payment on a purchase, as it makes their shopping experience more convenient:

I also find these apps very straightforward and easy to use. I can just open the app using my smartphone find the targeted products, see what I like the most and just pay in few minutes. To be honest I don’t really have much time to spend so it makes my life so much easier. (Respondent 3)

There was moderate evidence that respondents driven by their loyalty and habits of using the beauty apps, they will make future purchases. They supported that personalised content on beauty apps make the decision and evaluation process easier and efficient. Some respondents claimed that for their purchases they are using particular beauty apps, that they are satisfied with, because they offer a personalised content which they know represent their preferences and
their mobile application’s layout is organised in such a way that they can locate the desired products easier. There is also moderate evidence which support that as respondents feel trust for the beauty app, they will continue purchasing on the app as it appears as a habit and they perceive that m-retailers value them:

When I trust the company, I use it frequently and I’m more willing to buy more products. Beauty apps offer me the opportunity to have direct and quick access to a wide range of products and the world of beauty just by pressing a button on my smartphone screen. (Respondent 2)

There was strong evidence suggesting that respondents enjoy looking through their personalised recommendations that they end up spending more time on the mobile apps and personalised recommendations have an enjoyable experience with familiarising themselves the latest products which matches with their preferences, which leads to at least one purchase. Most respondents’ purchase intentions are closely linked to the design of the beauty app and how satisfied they feel with it:

... But to be honest, I jsu enjoy so much to look through all the available recommended products to me and usually I end up spending too much time and too much money. This is not good for my purse! (respondent 6)

There is moderate supporting evidence suggesting that respondents purchase intentions are affected by the feeling of relaxation and the levels of escapism they experience on their mobile beauty apps:

In general, organised content makes me feel relaxed and at ease ... so It makes me likely to stay on the app for longer and explore more content and make a purchase in the end. (Respondent 5)

There was moderate supporting evidence that the quality of the personalised content is significant since when it fails to meet their expectations they experience negative feelings such as frustration. Some respondents argued that when such an occasion occurs they prefer to switch to another m-retailer:

The mobile app needs to be easy to use, and of great quality. If one doesn’t have that I’m not going to use it...It really irritates I have many expectations and I demand a good service. (Respondent 11)

There was strong evidence that personalised discounts and offers influence positively the respondents’ emotions and increase their intentions to purchase. Most respondents suggested that when they receive discounts and offers, they feel happier as they consider it, as a bargain, which persuades them to purchase more products. Moreover, respondents feel more fulfilled on their purchases as they consider it as a great value for their money that are spending and thus they expressed higher willingness to repurchase for that m-retailer:

I always get triggered by the discounts that apps offer me... In the end actually, I spend the amount I wanted but I buy more things that most of the times I end up using quite a lot. This is so pleasing. (Respondent 10)

There was strong supporting evidence that AR creates an interactive environment that increases the purchases for respondents. Most respondents supported that through AR they undergo a fun and informative experience as they can try virtually the beauty products and play with the app. These respondents also experience higher levels of enjoyment and excitement. At the same time, most respondents acknowledge the strong benefits of AR as it helps them make informed choices and feel fulfilled. Therefore, most respondents as they experience positive emotions while using AR and it supports their evaluation process they always feel more willing to make a purchase:

MakeUp Genius by L'Oreal is very innovative and fun, it really takes the hustle of having to test each product in-store to actually see what suits you. I like that I can test foundations on my skin without actually having to apply it on and it really facilitates the purchasing experience. (Respondent 9)

There is strong evidence that respondents purchase intentions is affected by the provision of personalised content. Through a personalised experience on the beauty applications they enjoy higher levels of convenience and loyalty and experience mostly positive emotions. Thus, the proposition has a credibility.

Nevertheless, there was very strong supporting evidence that privacy issues are highly influencing respondents purchases intentions. Most respondents claimed that they want to feel secure and protected when using personalised beauty apps. They are very concerned about their private data and how companies are using them:

Sometimes I feel distressed with all the personalised recommendations I receive because of all the recent issues with information leakage or inappropriate usage of private data. I try to limit the information I am sharing so when an app makes me feel like that I tend to stop using it. (respondent 4)

5. Conclusions and Implications

In this study all respondents’ appreciation towards mobile beauty apps has risen as personalised content increases convenience throughout their shopping journey in terms of time and effort to locate, evaluate and process the products (Proposition 1). Secondly, respondents personalisation on their mobile applications become more loyal to m-retailer
because it improves the ease of usage and their satisfaction and trust are higher (Proposition 2). Respondents through personalised recommendations and offers and higher quality of beauty applications feel more satisfied. In addition, the process of trusting a beauty application is facilitated by the perception of the value of personalised content. All these factors contribute to respondents build stronger loyalty towards an m-retailer. Lastly, all of these variables of consumer behavior seem to influence consumers’ purchase intentions in relation with another. As personalised features seem to positively influence mobile convenience, m-loyalty and consumers’ emotions it has been proven that through that influence personalisation on mobile beauty applications improves consumers’ purchase intentions. From the findings of this study, there are numerous of managerial implications. First, convenience has a great impact on the use of a personalised mobile applications. This can be a valuable result for m-retailers as time and effort are important attributes of convenience and use it as competitive advantage. Managers should comprehend the value of time and effort for users and provide them a service that satisfies these attributes and create an experience that matches with their preferences. For example, m-retailers could improve users’ personalised experience through a real-time messaging with experts specialised on consumers products preferences. Specifically, a real-time communication could enable users on their shopping navigation as they will have a constant guide via messaging. Apart from convenience, m-retailers should focus on the levels of users m-loyalty. M-retailers should focus on the levels of satisfaction and trust of users to increase purchase intentions. Managers should embrace simplicity to avoid the overload information that drives the consumers away. Moreover, m-retailers should allow to users to change the content of the mobile application such as the layouts and size font to make it further personalised and satisfying. Moreover, trust is vital for consumer to use a mobile application. Therefore, m-retailers should focus on reducing the perceived risk that any privacy concerns could impose. For instance, they should have the privacy settings available for users to modify them in anytime. Moreover, reimbursement should be offered to users to guaranty the safety of their money. Lastly, managers should emphasise on the extent that emotions of consumers got triggered by feedback from users to improve their experience and emotional state. Positive emotions are linked to higher levels of purchase intentions; thus, managers should encourage users to make purchases on the mobile apps by providing them personalised offers and discounts. In addition, AR is a vital component for mobile applications, and especially for beauty apps, that triggers users’ emotions. Therefore, m-retailers should focus on the quality of the functions to increase the interaction by creating a centric-user environment that users can feel unique, have fun and spend a more time on the mobile application.
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